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Abstract 

A core collection has been described as a collection which contains, with a minimum of 
repetitiveness, the maximum possible genetic diversity of a crop species and its wild 
relatives. Such a collection is not intended to replace existing genebank collections but to 
make the variation contained within such collections more accessible to users. Core 
collections can provide a way of improving germplasm enhancement. 

In this review paper we first examine theoretical approaches suggested for establishing 
a core collection: those based on the neutral allele theory and those taking into account 
morpho-agronomic traits. Possibilities for establishing a hierarchical strategy are then 
discussed. In the second part we discribe current examples of core collections for crops such 
as barley, cassava, Phaseohs and coffee. In the third part we examine some of the main 
criticisms of the core strategy and discuss the future development of core collections. 

A large part of this paper is based on the workshop on core collection held in Brasilia 
in 1992 for which proceedings will be available in 1994 (Wiley & Son, U.K.). 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major issues which genebank managen must face is the need to improve the 
accessibility of their collections to users. In practice, plant breeders (and most other users) 
are interested in having fairly small numbers of genotypes which possess, or are likely to 
possess, the characters needed in their breeding programmes. In contrast, genebank managers 
have a responsibility to conserve as much as possible of the total variation in a crop and its 
wild relatives. This leads to collections which are difficult for plant breeders and other 
research workers to use effectively and the sheer size of many collections has frequently been 
cited as a barrier to increased utilization of collf+ons (Holden, 1984). Are these different 
needs incompatible ? Breeders require rapid identification of desirable traits and immediate 
access to samples, germplasm specidists Want samples for more indepth studies, curators 
require knowledge of the latter to provide the former. 



Recognizing this, Frankel (1984) and Frankel and Brown (1984) proposed that one way 
of alleviating the problem lay &OU,& the development of core collections. These would 
represent ''with minimum repetitiveness, the genetic diversity of a crop species and its 
relatives". These might include sets that represent the broad genetic variation available for a 
total crop genome. The concept later developed by Brown (1989a and b), has attracted 
considerable discussion and debate. Concerns have been expressed over the vulnerability of 
the accessions not included in the core, the difficulties involving in identifling accessions 
that represent total variation, the bias that may exist against usefulness in favour of total 
genetic diversity and the difficulty of modifying an established core collection. However, a 
number of national and intemational groups have now developed or are developing core 
collections of crops such as Phaseolus, barley, wheat, cassava, coffee, okra, sorghum and 
rice. 

In this paper we intend to review the main features of a core collection, the processes 
involved in its establishment and the characteristics of some core collections under 
development. This will provide the framework for discussion of some of the concerns noted 
above. 

I. Theoretical basis for core collections 

1. Models based on the neutral allele model 

Brown (1989a) on the basis of the neutral allele model developed by Kimura and Crow 
(1964) showed that a core of lo%, selected at random (R strategy), from the whole collection 
can be expected to contain over 70% of the variation in a species. In practice, the figure of 
10% can be modified to take account of the known features of the crop, the needs of the users 
for larger or smaller cores or the methodology used to develop the core. Brown (1989b) has 
argued that the most effective strategies should involve a hierarchical stratification of the 
whole collection into groups of accessions which share common taxonomic, geographical, 
ecological or generic characteristics. These strategies involve the sampling of a constant 
fraction (C strategy); the sampling of accessions in proportion to the number of accessions 
available per group @'strategy); and the sampling of accessions in proportion to the 
logarithm of the number available per group (L strategy). Both these later approaches appear 
to be better than selecting a constant number from each group. The infinite neutral alleles 
model applied to large numbers of isolated (island) populations assumes that every allele that 
arises throught mutation is unique and selectively neutral, and that populations are 
reproductively isolated from one another. This model lies between models that assume 
heterotic selection (many alleles with comparable frequency) and those that assume 
mutation-selection balance (fewer alleles, one common, the others rare). 

Schoen and Brown (1994) introduced two other strategies H and M. The 
H Weterozygosity) strategy refers to the Nei's gene diversity index defined as one minus the 
sum of squared of allelic frequencies at the ith locus in theflh group (Nei, 1973). The M 
strategy (Maximization) differs from all other procedures because it refers to individual 
accessions and the variance and covariance measured at different loci. It is assumed that 
variation at a selected mumber of marker loci is representative of the variation at loci of 
interest in genetic conservation. Schoen and Brown (1994) have tested all strategies 
mentionned above on real data sets with both estimated and target loci. The results showed 
that for the overall average, ranking of the six strategies, in order of highest (rank 1) to lowest 
(rank 6), expected allele retention is : M > H > P > L > C > R. 

2. The choice of a hierarchical structure 

The first stage in the development of any core collection is to assemble the available 
data on the whole collection. This will certainly include the pa~sport data available to the 
genebank and as much characterization data as has been collected. It may also include 
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evaluation data and, where infomation is available, data from biochemical studies of 
isozymes, seed proteins, molecular markers etc. 

Genetic diversity is not randomly distributed among plant populations, but has a 
structure that can generally be represented by a hierarchical model, a tree. One approach 
could be based on passport data combined with knowledge about the structure of the gene 
pool. In that case, the assuption is that the identity and the origin of material allows 
predictions about the genetic diversity in that material. This also implies that the passport 
data is reliable. The second approach is based on a phenetic analysis of characterization data 
on accessions from which the core is to be selected. In that case the assumption is that the 
observed diversity for morphological, molecular or other marker represents the underlying 
total genetic diversity. 

Grouping according to major features 

Hintum (1994) suggested defining a hierarchical structure by grouping the accessions 
in a collection according to major features which are known or expected to influence the 
distribution of diversity. 

These may be ecogeographic, involving characteristics such as country or area of 
origin. They may take account of the major different features of the crop such as 2 row and 6 
row types of barley or spring and winter wheats; or they may involve a mixture of these 
features. This procedure will ensure that unevenly distributed diversity, which is bound to 
exist in a collection, can be adequately taken into account in developing the core. Grouping 
of accessions in this way, on the basis of known or expected similarities, lies at the heart of 
the successful development of core collections. There is considerable evidence to suggest 
that country of origin is a reliable unit of grouping and indicator of genetic diversity and this 
may provide a useful approach to those exploring the development of groups for a particular 
collection (Peeters and Martinelli, 1989). Where there is reliable agronomic data, such an 
approach may be modified to take account of phenotypic similarity of accessions from 
different countries (Spagnoletti Zeuli and Qualset, 1987, 1993). Practical experience suggests 
that there will always be problems at this stage as to the completeness and reliability of the 
data available. Passport data may be minimal for many accessions with only the country of 
origin recorded. Characterization data may also be lacking for a significant proportion of a 
genebank's holding depending on the facilities available for such work. There will also be 
decisions to be made conceming how much data should be used and how it may be 
combined. (Hintum, 1994) concluded that it is often possible to describe the structure of the 
genetic diversity to some extent by describing these groups and their relationships. In many 
cases this can be sufficiently be represented in a hierarchical model 

Grouping on the basis of markers 

Genetic markers have been used for different purposes such as taxonomic studies, the 
search for the centre of diversity of a species, the route of domestication, for the relation 
between environment and diversity, and studies on the complete genepool (Gepts 1994). At 
this level it is necessary to define what is genetic diversity vs genetic differentiation. Genetic 
diversity can be defined as the extent to which heritable material differs within a group of 
plants. Genetic differentiation is the extent to which heritable material differs between a 
group of plants. The heritable material comprises its genomic and cytoplasmic DNA. It can 
differ at the level of DNA - sequences (alleles) but also at the level of allele combinations 
(genotypes). In addition, two genotypes could be similar by homology or homoplasy. 
Homology is the ressemblance due to inheritance from a common ancestry; Homoplasy is the 
ressemblance due to parallelism and convergence. Quantitative markers are dependent on 
both genotype and environment but they include morphologcal and agronomically useful1 
characters (earliness, drought resistance) not suited for the study of genetic diversity. Genetic 
diversity can best be quantified on the basis Of daf" as close to DNA as possible. Expression 
of morphological and agronomic characters -mdlcates adaptation to environmental factors 
rather than genetic diversity and differenclatlon. m P  westriction Fragments Lenght 
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Polymorphism) have more polymorphic loci than isozymes and more variant per locus. 
Microsatellites which appear to be highly polymorphic could also be very useful in diversity 
studies but little is known of the molecular basis of hypervariable sequences (Messmer et al 
1991). 

The rate of genetic diversity change under domestication is much higher as compared 
to the relatively slow process under natural evolution (Pickersgill 1984). Genetic drift and 
founder effect could lead to severe bottelnecks. Differentiation can also be marked such as 
for Brassica oleracea (Cabbage, Kale, Chinese Kale, cauliflower, broccoli, Brussels sprouts 
and kohl ran). Some other species like cultivated okra (Abelmoschus esculenlus and A. 
cailleì) show a good level of agronomic useful polymorphism with a very low level of 
genetic diversity at the molecular level (Hamon 1989). Plant breeding techniques can also 
influence the level of diversity. Several phenomena like induced mutations, hybridization 
between previously incompatible populations and introgressions can increase the diversity. 
Others, like inbred lines, cultivars fot high input agriculture, lead to a reduction. The result is 
a complex multi-dimensional structure of variation within a crop. In practise, as noted by 
Gepts (1994), it appears that there may be considerable variation in the degree of 
concordance between the information obtained on patterns of diversity from agro- 
morphological, biochemical and molecular studies. 

3. The use of quantitative and (or) qualitative data 

Hamon et al. (1994), Noirot et al. (1993) proposed and tested a global strategy with 
coffee. The procedure is as follow: the accessions are first hierarchically grouped according 
to taxonomic, ecological data, crossing fertility, genetic pattern of diversity. Then, within 
each group when data are available, a Principal Component Score procedure (PCS strategy) 
is used. This procedure makes use of characterization and evaluation data and permits 
accessions to be identified which maximize the variability in the core collection following 
appropriate principal component analysis. Each accessions is characterized by its inertia in 
the factorial space. Selection is made on accessions which maximise the selected inertia. A 
good concordance is found between the test on real values (Hamon et al. 1994) and synthetic 
normally distributed variables and simulation (Noirot et al, submitted). The advantage of this 
procedure is that existing evaluation data may be used to identify the core hierarchy and on 
the other hand to maximise the within group variability. The choice of core accessions and 
the process used can be adapted to breeders’ needs in respect of the numbers selected., The 
extent to which the procedure results in the inclusion in the core of the maximum genetic 
diversity in respect of qualitative traits is yet to be determined. 

Spagnoletti and Qualset (1 993) have tested five strategies for selecting a core collection 
of 3000 Triticum durum accessions using four qualitative and eight quantitative characters. 
Each of the following strategies generated about 500 accessions for the core sample: random, 
random systematic according to chronology of entries into the collection, stratified by 
country of origin, stratified by log frequency by country of origin, and stratified by canonical 
variables. The first three strategies produces samples representative to the whole collection 
but the remaining two produces the desired effects of increasing frequency from less 
represented countries of origin. The stratified canonical sample increased phenotypic 
variation. These authors conclude that multivariate approach is extremely useful but requires 
considerable data from the whole collection. 

In conclusion, within a well defined group it is possible to improve the the percentage 
of sampled diversity, without modyfjring the relative intensity of selection (i.e. 10%). To be 
really efficient, this procedure must involve only quantitative characters having a strong 
heritability. 

II. Some current examples of core collections 

The core collection concept has merit in select*g a Set Of representative diversity from 
a larger assembly of germplasm. Different users Will have different objectives in sampling 
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germplasm. The following examples, choiced among developping cores, show this difference 
but also the distance bemeen sapl ing  theory and the user choice. 

1. The European barley Core collection (Hordeum) 

The Barley Core Collection Project is a collaborative international initiative (Ehiipffer 
and J3.htum, 1994). The accessions selected (approx. 2000) will cover the entire Hordeum 
genepool with defined numbem of landraces, improved cultivars and wild relatives from the 
prhary, secondary and tertiary genepools. Genetic stocks will also be included. It is 
envisaged that the core collection will be held at a number of centres and, to ensure that it 
remains constant, it is intended that each accession should be a homozygous line. This raises 
an interesting new dimension in core collection work in that the accessions now become 
additional entities maintained separately from those from which they have been derived. The 
selection, management, maintenance and use of these accessions have more fully described 
by von B o t h e r  et al. (1990). The barley cultivated species is Hordeum vulgare L.. The 
species is diploid and shares the primary genepool with the H. spontaneum complex. The 
secondary gene pool comprises H. bulbosum. The tertiary gene pool includes about 30 
species. For this complex, the core collection is not a selection from the germplasm 
collection of a single institution but from the entire genepool of a crop. It is a part of an 
existing gene bank but maintained separatedly. 

The objectives are to facilitate the coordination of efforts and sharing responsabilities, 
to increase the knowledge about barley genepool, to use the existing germplasm, to provide 
standards for studies of genetic diversity. Consequently this implies an accumulation of large 
amount of data for a limited standard set of accessions. The research starting point is a small 
sample covering a considerable part of the whole collection which avoid expensives 
screening of large collections with duplicated material. The size should not exceed 2000 
accessions. It is as follows : Category 1, cultivars 500 (phylogenetic group, including oriental 
and occidental); Category 2, landraces 800 (ecogeoghraphical data, agricultural system 
practised, type of use) ; Category 3, H. spontaneum (including agriocrithon and introgression 
products with cultivated barley) 150 - 200 (ecogeographical data 2/3 from central, 1/3 from 
marginal areas); Category 4, Other wild species 60-100 accessions (2 per species - 
ecogeographical and morphological data); Category 5 : genetic stocks, and reference material 
(selected by barley genetic experts) 200. To ensure continued integrity accessions will be 
homozygous and homogeneous lines as far as possible. Heterogeneous samples are only 
accepted for the 2 outcrossing species. The advantages are identical multiplication over 
generations and locations and correspondance between information and material. The 
disadvantages are that variation within landraces is reflected with considerable reduction of 
the number of alleles. Concerning the wild relatives it is presumed that a single line contains 
the genetic background common to the material it represents. 

2. Core collection of Brazilian cassava accessions (Manihot) 

In developing a core collection of Brazilian cassava accessions, Cordeiro et al. (1994) 
have shown that the data assembling phase can be extremely valuable in its own right to 
improve genebank management. Brazilian cassava accessions are distributed among a high 
number of centres involved in maintenance or breeding and the data collection phase 
established the origin of the existing accessions and allowed putative duplicates to be 
identified. Some 4132 accessions were identified fi-om different collections in Brazil, of 
which 1200 were considered to be duplicates. This phase also led to the development of an 
effective hiearchical classification in which the first criterion was the category of the material 
(landraces - 2035 accessions, improved selections - 339 accessions and of unknown nature - 
558 accessions) and the second was the agoecological zone of origin, of which nine were 
defined. A final criterion for grouping was based on characterization and evaluation data. 
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3. The CIAT bean core collection (Phaseolus) 
i In the CIAT Phaseolzcs core collection the same principes were applied, but in a much f 

more sophisticated manner ( T o b e  et al., 1994). Following preliminary grouping, according 
to known history of bean cultivation (in order to give more weight to centres of high 
diversity) an agroecological classification of Latin America was constructed, in which, each 
10 minute grid was classifed into one of 54 classes, on the basis of soil type, altitude, 
available water and photoperiod. The origin of the Latin American landraces for which 
passport data were available was determined and they were grouped into the 54 identified 
agroecological groups. A second step involved a weighting process based to ensure that 
variation in growth habit, seed colour and seed size was fully represented in the core 
collection. 

4. The coffee core collection (Cogea) 

The genetic organisation of the coffee gene pool was examined at 3 different levels: 
biogeography, genetic resources and available data. A core collection for coffee should 
consist of 88 genetic diversity groups of 3 types, according to their genetic history, the 
available genetic knowledge and the germplasm available: a CofSea arabica group, groups 
with well studied species like C. Ziberica and C. canephora and groups with a large number 
of neglected species. 

For Type 1, C. arabica, 256 genotypes are kept in the core (128 in vitro and 128 in 
greenhouse). Most of them are issued from the original collection made in Ethiopia in 1966. 
Groups of type 2, presenting obvious agronomic interest were more evaluated for agro- 
morphological traits than wild species. The PCS strategy (Principal Component Score), 
described above, could be applied. C. liberica was cultivated in AErica before the rise of 
Fusarium during the forties. We have found that about half the inertia is obtained when 10% 
of the 338 genotypes are selected, and 90% of the total inertia is obtained with a sample of 
50% of these genotypes. The advantage of this procedure, which has also been tested with 
okra, is that existing evaluation data may be used to identify the core accessions and that the 
process can be adapted to breeders’ needs in respect of the numbers selected. In our case, this 
is a ”virtual core” because it can be selected and modified at any time from the base 
collection. For the real core, C. Ziberica was split in 3 groups according their geographical 
origin kuinean, congolese and Koto - Cameroon) and sampling was made as for the wild 
species. For group 3, constituted by wild species, it was possible to adopt different strategies. 
We have seen above for barley that the core collection strategy may lead to considerable 
reduction in the available diversity of wild forms. Users only want to keep the global 
coadapted complex and so only 2 or 3 wild genotypes are included. Crossa et al. (1993) 
demonstrate that about 200 plants are needed to capture alleles at frequency of 0.05 in 150 
loci with a 90-95% probability in a composite. We have decided to adopt an intermediate 
strategy. For each diversity group, a bulk was established by collecting one seed per 
genotype. Then seeds were mixed and 100 seeds selected. In order to conserve a total of 40, 
fifty were sown in a greenhouse, fifty introduced in vitro. Today the Coffea core collection 
comprises 1348 genotypes corresponding to 30 diversity groups plus 1 I species with several 
genotypes. 

IU. Remaining problems and issues in the development of core collections 

Criticisms on the core collection concept 

The fact that entries in the core are chosen to cover the genetic spectrum of the 
collection, the collections, the genepool, -... has led to the claim that the core forms a sub- 
optimal sample. We try to summarise in the following paragraphs answers given to most of 
the problems identified based on comments bY Brown (1994). 

One major criticsim concerns the bias to representing diversity ignores usefulness. It is 
true that in many instances the core is unllkel~ to contain the single most useful source of 
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character. It provides a logical general strategy to identify the best source. One advantage for 
the breeder is the chance to become acquainted with the diversity of phenotypes in a crop and 
its related wild species. Some critics have also commented that the core collection is 
inflexible. There is a difficulty in estimating the rate at which changes should be made in the 
composition of the core. The base collection changes SO the core should change. Other 
criticisms concern the variation within accessions which is often ignored and the insuffisent 
attention given to very rare variants. For inbreeding species, like barley, where the project 
coordinators have chosen homogenous samples this is true. For outbreeding species an 
optimal sampling size has been proposed earlier (Marshall and Brown 1975). It has always 
been recognized that core collections will not necessarily include extremely rare genes. A 
proportion will be hcluded, but this will be due to chance and many will not be present. 

It has been also argued that the creation of a reasonably representative core collection 
would require so much information that it is impracticable, and that, once sufficient 
information has been collected to create such a collection, it would be unnecessary. The 
examples noted above have shown that core collections can be constructed on the basis of 
what is already known and that limited passport data and basic characterization data for 
major morphological characters can provide an effective grouping strategy for the 
development of a core collection. As in the case of cassava noted above, the actual process 
can be informative and lead to a better germplasm collection by assisting in the identification 
of duplicates and creating a well structured collection based on existing data. 

Thehture of base collections 

Another criticism by those who have expressed doubts about the development of core 
collections has been the fate of the accessions that are not included in the core. It has been 
argued that these accessions will be neglected and that administrators will be less prepared to 
provide resources for the maintenance of large collections if core collections are established. 

There is no reason why this should be so. 1) the core is not an entity on its own, it is a 
guide and an entry point for the whole collection; 2) core collections are designed to 
stimulate and improve the use of genetic resources and hence, are likely to increase the value 
of the whole collection rather than decrease the value of the non-core element. However, 
studies on the links between the core collection and the whole collection are still needed. It is 
assumed that the core collection provides a simple and effective first step in a two stage 
process of identifying the most desirable accession. This needs to be studied in practice now 
that sufficient core collections exist to make tests possible. 

One core or many 

The dificulties in handling large and growing numbers of accessions in gene banks 
during decade before 1984 was largely responsible for the core collection proposal. (Mackay, 
1994) suggest that this constraint to utilisation is largely negated by modem database 
technology. One basis for considering many core collections is that germplasm users often 
request a set of accessions that is likely to contain a characteristic the require which has not 
been previously described. He also considered that te core collection concept has a merit in 
selecting a set of representative diversity from a larger assembly of germplasm but different 
germplasm users will have different objectives in sampling germplasm. Three reasons are 
forwarded to avoid single core collections: 1- it is unlikelly that the breeder is totally without 
information in respect to the information being sought; 2- the probability of identifying a 
useful accession within a single core is lower than in a specially selected one, 3- the genetic 
diversity in a single core, say representing the general variation of a single genebank, could 
be far from representative of the whole range of genetic diversity. 

Management andfiture issues of the cores 

If we try to find a general consensus for establishing a core, it could be suggested that 
the most flexible approach is to use passport, characterization and other data to first develop 
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a hierarchical classification of accessions into groups. Then, accessions will be assigned to 
progressively smaller groups based on shared characteristics with respect to taxonomy, 
geographic origin, ecological origin, genetic markers and agronomic data. Model and 
existing sampling strategies give a general scheme which must be always in mind even if the 
user needs very specific traits. Once a set of core accessions has been identified, a number of 
management issues need to be resolved. 

The origin of the cultivated species, the number of wild relatives in the genepool, their 
reproductive strategies, ... are parameters of importance for the determination of an optimal 
management of accessions within each group. For some crops in some genebanks, it may be 
sufficient to mark the accessions in a database as belonging to the core and to identify the 
different groups of which they are the representatives. In most cases, this would be combined 
with further multiplication to ensure adequate populations of the core accessions were 
maintained for the additional research envisaged and for distribution. For other crops such as 
clonally propagated or recalcitrant seeded ones, the core may be maintained in a separate 
plantation or in vitro. 

Most of the available information on the management and use of core collections is 
given by the international barley core collection but several other works exist. A core 
collection of about 60 populations of French raygrass (Lolìum perenne) was evaluated for 
agronomic characters in France at seven locations. Charmet et al. (1993) showed for most 
characters there was signifiant environment interaction. In this case, mapping the regression 
coefficients allows plant breeders to identify the populations most tolerant to specific limiting 
factors of the environment. Genetics traits could changes during cycles of regeneration or 
multiplication in different locations. 

A considerable amount of work remains to be done to improve methods of selecting 
accessions for inclusion in core collections and to gain experience in their management and 
use. This will necessarily come from the experience of those who have undertaken the 
practical work of developing and testing such collections. There is a need to gain experience 
with a much wider range of crops including self and cross pollinated crops and clonally 
propagated ones. Developing core collections for this last group of crops raises specific 
questions of both a theoretical and practical nature since core collection theory is largely 
based on the application of population genetics to seed propagated crops. The extent to which 
data on quantitative traits can be used needs further study, as do the ways in which such data 
can be combined with that from biochemical or molecular studies. Ways of testing the extent 
to which the objective of representing diversity has been achieved also need to be improved. 

In conclusion, the core collection provides a relatively simple and effective way of 
improving the accessibility of collections and the quality of information on the variation held 
in them. This is a prerequisite to improving the use of the plant genetic resources held in 
collections. 
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